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ABSTRACT 

An error analysis for the secant method in Banach spaces is provided under 
generalized Zabrejko-Nguen Assumptions. 
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I. K. Argyros 

AN ERROR ANALYSIS FOR THE SECANT METHOD UNDER GENERALIZED 
ZABREJKO-NGUEN-TYPE ASSUMPTIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

In this study we are concerned with the problem of approximating a locally unique solution X* of the equation 

F(x) + G(x) = 0, (1) 

where F, G are nonlinear operators defined on some convex subset D of a Banach space El with values in a Banach 
space E2 • 

Sufficient conditions for the convergence of the secant method 

(2) 

have been given by many authors under various assumptions (see, e.g. [1-14] and the references there). Here the 
divided differences 3F(xn_l , xn) E L(E1, E2) for all n ~ O. 


We assume that 3F(x_l , xOfl exists for x_I ;txo' and 


(3) 

and 

(4) 

for all x E U(xo' t l ) = {x E EI IlIx-xoll ~ ttl, y E U(xo' t2), z E U(xo' t3 ), IIhlll ~ R t I' 

IIh211 ~ R t 2, and IIh311 ~ R - t 3, for some fixed R > O. 

D 1, D2 are nonnegative and continuous functions of two variables such that if one of the variables is fixed, then 
D 1, D2 are nondecreasing functions of the other on the interval [O,R], with D1(0,0) =D2(0,0) =O. The function cis 
nonnegative and nondecreasing on [O,R], with c(O) = O. 

Using the majorant method and the above conditions we will provide an error analysis for the secant method. 
Our estimates on the distances IIxn+1 -xnll and IIxn -x*lI, generalize earlier ones [2-14], when G = 0 on D (or not). 
We also show how to choose the functions D1, D2, and c. 

CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS 

We will need to introduce the constants 

r_1 = 0, ro = IIx_I -xoll > 0, r l = ro + IIxI -xoll > 0, (5) 

a = 1 - [D1(R,0) + D2(R,0) + D1(rO' 0)], (6) 

the sequences for all n ~ 0 

rn+2 = rn+l + --1 {S'"+1[Dl (t, rn-l) + D2 (t, rn)]dt + c(rn+l) - c(rn)}, (7) 
a n +l 'II 

(8) 

and the function Ton [ro, R] by 
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T(r) = 2 (t, r)]dt + c(r) - c(ro)}, 	 (9)rl + _1_{J' [DI (t, r) + D
b(r) '0 

where 

(10) 

We will now state and prove the main result: 

Theorem. Let F,G: D ~ EI ~ E2 be nonlinear operators satisfying conditions (3) and (4). Assume: 

(i) 	 the inverse of the linear operator BF(x_l' xo) exists for X_I' Xo E D, with x_I:;:' xo; 

(ii) 	 there exists a minimum positive number RI such that 

T(RI) ~RI' (11) 

(iit) there exist R with RI ~ R such that the constant a, given by (6) is positive; 

Then 

(a) 	 the scalar sequence {rn} n ~ -1 generated by (7) is monotonically increasing and bounded above by its limit, 
which is number RI' 

(b) 	 the sequence {xn} n ~ -1 generated by the secant method (2) is well defined, remains in U(xo' R1) for all 
n ~ -1, and converges to a solution X* of equation F(x) + G(x) =0, which is unique in U(xo' R) (if G =0 
on D). 

Moreover, the following estimates are true for all n ~ 0: 

IIxn -xn-11l ~ rn - rn_l , 	 (12) 

(13) 

(14) 

Ilxn+l - x*11 ~ Vn+l ,(if G = 0) 	 (15) 
In +1 

In+l 	=\- J: [Dl ((\ - tllixo - x-II + tllXn+l - xoll. 0) + D2 ((\ - t)lIxo - x-I + tllxn+! - xol. 0)] dt - Dl (ro. 0) 

IIXn+l - Xn II ::;; Ilxn~ x*11 + , 	 (16) 
Sn 

where 

Pn = DDl(llxn - xn-til + tllxn - x*II.lIxn-l - xolll - D2{lIxn - xoll + tllxn - X*IIIIXn xolll]dt 

+C(llXn - Xo II + Ilxn - x*11) - C(IIXn - Xo II), 	 (17) 

(18) 

and 
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'''+1 

Vn+ 1 = [ DI (t, rn-l) + D2 (t, rn) ]dt. J'II 
Proof. 

(a) 	 By (5), (7), (8) and the monotonicity of the function D1, D2, and c, we deduce that the sequence {rn} n;;::-1 
is monotonically increasing and nonnegative. Using (5), (7), (8), we obtain r_l , ro, r1 -;; R I • Let us assume 
that rk+I -;; RI for k =-1,0,1,2, ... , n. Then by (7) and the induction hypothesis 

~ ... -;;rl + 1 {J'k+l[DI(t,Rd + D2(t,R1)]dt+C(Rd- c(ro)} 
b(Rl) '0 

= T(R1) ~ RI by (11). 

That is the scalar sequence {rn} n;;:: -1 is bounded above by RI. By (ii) and (iii) Rl is the minimum zero of 
equation T(r)-r= °in (O,R]], and from the above RI = lim rn. 

n~oo 

(b) 	 By (5) and (11) it follows that x_l' Xl E U(Xo, RI ), and (12) is true for n = 0, 1. Let us assume that 
U(xo, R1) and (12) is true for k =-1,0, 1,... , n. We first show that SF(xk, xk+1) is invertible. In fact, by xhl E 


the induction hypothesis, and (12) 


k+1 hI 

IIXk+l - Xoll ~ LllXj - Xj-tI!-;; L(rj - rj-d = rk+I - ro ~ RI , (19) 
j=] j=l 

and hence, by (3) and (4) 

IISF(x_1, xot1(SF(xk, xk+1) SF(x_1, xo))11 ~ IISF(x_l' xot1(SF(xk, xk+1) - SF(xo, xo))11 

+IISF(x_l' xotI(SF(xo, xo) SF(x_1, xo))11 

~ IISF(x_1, xotl(SF(xo' xo) - SF(xo + (xk-xo)' Xo + (xh1 -xo)))11 

+ IISF(x_1' xotl(SF(xo + (X_l - xo), Xo + (xo - xo)) - SF(xo, xo))ll 


-;; D1(lIxk- xolI, 0) + D 2(lIxk+1 xolI, 0) + Ditro' 0) + D 2(0, 0) 


(20) 

by the choice of a> °and hypothesis (iii). It now follows from the Banach lemma on invertible operators 
that 

(21) 

where a, ak+1 are given by (6) and (8) respectively. 
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Using the estimates 

(22) 

(23) 

II h311 =IIxk -xk+lll, (24) 

relations (2), (3), (4), (21), (22), (23), and (24) we obtain in tum for all k ~° 
IIxk+2 -xk+11l ~ IIOF(xk, Xk+1t10F(x_1' xo)1I 

(25) 

(26) 

which shows (12) for all n ~ 0, where we used of(x,x) =F'(x) for all x E U(x,R). 

It now follows from (a), (19) and (26) that the secant iteration {x }, n ~ -1 is Cauchy, well defined and remains n 

in U(x ' RI ) for all n ~ -1. Hence, it converges to some x* in such a way that (13) is satisfied. For n =0, (13) gives o
x* E U(xo' RI ). By taking the limit as n ~ 00 in (2) we obtain F(x*) + G(x*) =0, which shows that x* is a solution 
of Equation (1). To show uniqueness, we assume that there exists another solution y* of Equation (1) in U(xo' R) . 

Then, using (26) for xk =xk+l =y* + t(x* - y*), we obtain 

IlIiF(x_l. xo)-I [U: [F'(y* +t(x* -y*)) -IiF(xo. xo)]dt + (IiF(xo. xo) -IiF(x-t. Xo))] 

s: J: [DI (1- t)R + tRI. 0) + D2(1- t)R + tRI.O)]dt + DI (70.0) + D2(0.0) < 1 (27) 

by the choice of a and hypothesis (iO, where we also used the estimates 

IIxo - y* - t(x* - y*)11 = 11(1- tXxo - y*) + t(xo -x*)11 ~ (1- t)R + tRI' 
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It now follows from (27) that the linear operator l' F'(y* + t(x* -y*»dt is invertible. By using the 

approximation (if G =0) 

F(x*) - F(y*) = l' F'(y* +t(x* -y*»(x* -y*)dt 

we obtain X* =y*, which shows that X* is the unique solution of Equation (1) in U(xo, R). 

Using the approximation 

Xn+l - Xn = x* -Xn + (OF(Xn_l,Xn )-IOF(x_l,XO)) 

estimates (3), (4), and the triangle inequality, as before, we get 

which shows (16) for all n ~ O. 

Moreover, from the estimate 

l' IIIiF(X-I> xO)-1 «F'(x* + t(x. +1 - x*» - IiF(xo. xo) + (IiF(xo. Xo ) - IiF( XI. Xo )))11 dt 

!> l' [DI ((1- t)1Ixo - x*11 + tllx.+1 - xoll. 0) + D2 ( (1- t)llxo - x*11 + tllx.. 1 - xoll. 0) ]dt + DI (ro. 0) 

!> f)DI «(1- t)RI + tRI. 0) + ~«(1- t)RI + tRI. 0)Jdt + DI (ro. 0) (28) 

since a> O. 

It now follows from (28) that the linear operators l' F' (x* + t(X. +1 - x*»dt is invertible. and 

]-1 1 1 
F'(x* +t(Xn+l - x*))dt OF(X_l,XO):S; - :s; -, (29)[I

I 

o ~~ a 

Furthermore, using the approximation (if G = 0) 


F(x.+I) - F(x*) = U: F'(x* + t(X.+1 - x*»dt]ex. +1 - x*). 


estimates (21) and (29), we obtain 

IIXn+l - X*II :s; [fo1 
F'(x* +t(Xn+1 - x*))dt

]-1 
OF(X-bXO) 
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where vn+1 is given by (14) for all n ~ O. 

That completes the proof of the theorem. 

Remarks 

(a) Let us assume that the following stronger conditions are satisfied instead of (3) and (4) 

(30) 

and 

(31) 

for all x.y.z E U(xo,r) ~ U(xo.R) ~ D. The functions qt. q2' and q3 are nondecreasing on the interval 
[O,RJ. 

Then we can show 

lIoF(x_I> xortcoF(x + hI> y + h2)  of(x,y))1I 

:S; (wl(t1 + IIhllD - wl(tl))+ (w2(t2+ IIh21D - w2(t2)) (32) 

and 

(33) 

for all x E U(xo• tl)' y E U(xo• t2), Z E U(xo' t3), 

IIhlll:S;R t l , II h211:S;R -t2, and II h311:S;R -t3, 

with 

(34) 

Proof We will only show (32), since (33) can then easily follow. Set 

g =of(x_l , xorlOF, let x E U(xo' tl)' y E U(xo' t2), mEN, then from (30) we obtain 

m 

Ilg(x + hI, Y + h2) - g(x, y)II :S; L Ilg(x + m-ljh1, y + m-1jh2) - g(x + m-1(j -1)hl, Y + m-1(j -1)h2 )11 

j=1 

m m 

:S; Lqt(tl +m-1jllhtll)m-1Ilht!l+ Lq2(t2 + m-t jllh211) m-1IIh211 
j=l j=l 

by the monotonicity of ql' q2' and the definition of the Riemann integral. That completes the proof for (32) 
and (33). 

Several authors have studied the convergence of the secant method using conditions (30) and (31) for 
ql(r) =kl' q2(r) =k2' and q3(r) =k3 on [O,RJ G =0, (or not) for some positive constants kl and k2 (see, e.g. 
[3], [5-7]). If we now choose 
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and 

then conditions (3) and (4) will be satisfied. 


Moreover, 


DI(t1 + IIhlll, t l ) ~ klllx - zlI, 


D2(t2+ IIh211, t2) ~ k211y - zll, 

C(t3 + IIh31D C(t3) ~ k311x - y/!, 

which suggest that our estimates on the distances IIxn+ I - xnll and Ilxn - X* II will be smaller than the 
corresponding ones in [2-14], «For G =0, or not) and the references there). 

(b) 	 Furthermore, if we choose D I, D2 and D3 as in the remark, then 

and 

then our estimates on the distances IIxn+1 xnll and IIxn -x*1I will be smaller than the corresponding ones in 
[1-14], «for G = 0, or not), and the references there). 

(c) 	 Estimates (15) and (16) can sometimes be solved explicitly for IIxn+1 -x*1I and IIxn -x*1I respectively, when 
for example conditions (30) and (31) are true instead of (3) and (4) for ql(r) =kl' q2(r) =k2' and qir) = k3 
on [O,R]. Estimate (15) will then provide an upper bound on IIxn+1 - x*lI, whereas (16) will provide a lower 
bound on the estimate IIxn -x*1I for all n ~ O. 

(d) 	Finally, note that by (19) and (25), it can easily be seen that a stronger result can immediately follow if by 
making the appropriate changes the estimate IIxk - Xo II ~ rk - ro is used instead of IIXk - Xo II ~ rk for all k ~ 0 
in the proof of the theorem. 

(e) 	 The uniqueness of the solution X* of Equation (1) in U(xo' R) was established only when G = 0 on D. We 
assume that G '* 0 on D, and define the iterations 

yn+l = Yn - OF(x_1' xotl (F(yn) + G(Yn))' for any Yo E U(xo' RI ) n ~ 0 

Zn+ 1 = Zn - OF(x_1' xotl (F(zn) + G(Zn )), Zo = XO' Z_I = X_I n ~ 0 
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S_l =0, So =IIYI - YolI, s] =So + lIy] - Yo II 

In+1 = In + f)DI (t. (0) + D2 (1.0) ]dl + C(ln) - C(ln-l) n ~ 0 

and the function 

T] (r) = s] + Ir 

[DI (t, so) + D2 (t, 0)]dt + c(r) - c(ro). 

ro 


Moreover, we assume that in addition to the hypotheses of the above theorem, there exists a minimum 
positive number Ri with Ri ~ R such that 

T](Ri) ~ Ri, 

and 

On ~O n~O. 

Then as in the theorem above, we can show: 

0) 	 the sequence {s n} n ~ -1 is monotonically increasing, whereas the sequence {tn} n ~ -1 is monotonically 
decreasing and 

lim Sn = lim tn = Ri ~ RI and T] (R)) ~ R). 
n~oa n ~oa 

(ii) 	the sequence {zn} n ~ -1 is well defined, remains in U(xo, Ri) for all n ~ 0, and converges to a solution z* 

of Equation (1), which is unique in U(xo' R), with z* = x*. 


Moreover, the following estimates are true: 

and 

n~O. 

The condition on the sequence { On} can be dropped if we define the sequences 
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instead of the sequences {sn} and {tn} respectively. The conclusions (i) and (ii) will then also hold for the 
new sequences {in} and. {in} . 

Moreover, the following estimates are true: 

< - -Sn -	 Sn-l - Sn - Sn-l 

and 
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